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� Anosteocytic bone material is more
water permeable than osteocytic
bone material.

� In osteocytic zebrafish bone, water
flow appears to be confined to the
lacunar-canalicular network.

� Anosteocytic medaka bone is water
permeable and containes far less
proteoglycans.

� 3D correlation of neutron and X-ray
tomographies with micron resolution
reveals water diffusion across the
bone matrix.
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Vertebrate bones are made of a nanocomposite consisting of water, mineral and organics. Water helps
bone material withstand mechanical stress and participates in sensation of external loads. Water diffu-
sion across vertebrae of medaka (bone material lacking osteocytes) and zebrafish (bone material contain-
ing osteocytes) was compared using neutron tomography. Samples were measured both wet and
following immersion in deuterated-water (D2O). By quantifying H+ exchange and mutual alignment with
X-ray lCT scans, the amount of water expelled from complete vertebra was determined. The findings
revealed that anosteocytic bone material is almost twice as amenable to D2O diffusion and H2O exchange,
and that unexpectedly, far more water is retained in osteocytic zebrafish bone. Diffusion in osteocytic
bones (only 33 % – 39 % water expelled) is therefore restricted as compared to anosteocytic bone (�
60 % of water expelled), presumably because water flow is confined to the lacunar-canalicular network
(LCN) open-pore system. Histology and Raman spectroscopy showed that anosteocytic bone contains less
proteoglycans than osteocytic bone. These findings identify a previously unknown functional difference
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between the two bone materials. Therefore, this study proposes that osteocytic bone retains water, aided
by non-collagenous proteins, which contribute to its poroelastic mechano-transduction of water flow
confined inside the LCN porosity.
� 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an openaccess article under the CCBY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Bones are made of a porous biocomposite with a hierarchical
structure that has been well documented [1–3]. The material bone
comprises nanofibers of collagen type I embedded in and sur-
rounding nanoparticles of carbonated hydroxyapatite as well as
non-collagenous proteins (c-carboxyglutamate-containing pro-
teins, proteoglycans (PGs) and glycoproteins) [1,4,5]. Bone also
contains appreciable amounts of water reportedly up to �20 % of
the total volume [6,7]. Collectively these ingredients establish the
mineralized collagen fibril extracellular matrix (ECM), a three-
dimensional (3D) structure that provides bones with rigidity, elas-
ticity, and toughness that are important for their lifelong functions
in the skeleton [8]. One important aspect of this 3D structure is the
accommodation of an intricate open porosity spanning the micro
to nanometer length-scales [9,10]. The nanometer sized hydroxya-
patite crystals confer stiffness and compressive strength, whereas
the organic matrix is a major contributor to bone toughness and
tensile strength [11]. PGs in the ECM contain glycosaminoglycans
(GAGs) that attract water to the bone matrix due to their high neg-
ative charges and consequently they influence the tissue-level
mechanical properties [12–15]. The presence of water modulates
the response to load, acting as a plasticizer and enhancing strain
energy distribution, thus significantly increasing bone toughness
[16]. Therefore, each component of the composite is important
for the long-term mechanical function of the skeleton.

The open porosity of bony tissues makes it possible for water to
exchange with the environment, which is important for the normal
physiology of bones. The literature describes water in bone as
being free, loosely bound, tightly bound, and structural [17–20].
Free water occupies the larger chambers, most notably the
lacunar-canalicular network (LCN), internal porosity comprising
micrometer-sized embedded osteocytes cells that are connected
with sub-micrometer canaliculi channels, where fluid flows
according to pressure gradients [18,21]. Loosely bound water wets
and adheres to exposed surfaces, possibly by single hydrogen
bonds [22]. Tightly bound water is associated with triple and dou-
ble hydrogen bonding e.g. between collagen molecules in the
matrix, surrounding bone cavities [22–24]. Structural water is
embedded within the nanostructures, for example within apatite
nanocrystals [25,26]. Indeed, far more energy is needed to remove
structural water than is needed to expel free water from inside the
voids in the bone matrix [24]. Water removal from bone has been
described by thermal and solvent dehydration techniques
[16,27,28,29,30]. But it is not know to what extent the bone matrix
itself is watertight, e.g. if diffusion through the ECM takes place
under ambient conditions, or if water can seep out of internal
cavities.

Water flow within the LCN open porosity is well described and
is thought to have several complementary biological and mechan-
ical functions [18,31,32,33,34]. It transports nutrients and waste
products required or produced by osteocytes within the lacunae
of the bone matrix. Both inward and outward flow is needed to
sustain bone vitality [35,36]. Water flow is believed to have a role
in bone remodeling, a process in which newly laid down material
replaces resorbed ECM tissue. This process is typical for turnover
in osteocytic bony tissues in which micro-damage has accumu-
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lated [37,38,32,39]. The remodeling process is believed to be regu-
lated by the osteocytes that also react to physical deformation
cues. Biochemical signals activated by mechanotransduction stim-
ulate bone deposition or resorption, though the exact mechanism
by which bone cells translate the mechanical response is so far
not fully established. According to some bone poroelasticity mod-
els, the most likely conduction mechanism for delivering deforma-
tion information across the bone matrix is fluid flow through the
LCN [9,40]. Studies suggest that the flow of interstitial fluid
deforms osteocytes within the bone matrix. This in turn, induces
shear stresses that lead to deformation of actin filaments in the
osteocyte cytoskeleton [36,32,41]. The osteocytes then activate
biochemical signals that orchestrate the processes of bone remod-
eling. Though consensus exists that fluid is essential for the phys-
iological and mechanical performance of bone, the manner by
which pressurization and pressure-gradients are delivered is not
fully known. Indeed, any such pressure would certainly require
the bone to be impermeable so that water flow is confined to the
immediate surroundings of the embedded cells [40].

The relationship between LCN geometry and fluid flow through
the network is a subject of ongoing research [42]. To that end, it is
important to understand how permeable or water-tight the ECM
matrix surrounding the LCN open porosity actually is. The
lacunar-canalicular open porosity consists of < 10 lm sized voids
interconnected by sub-micrometer diameter canaliculi channels
[43–45]. Bone also has interconnected nanoporosity within the
mineralized matrix, as shown recently by Tang et al. [10], who
demonstrated the existence of nano channels (10 – 50 nm) within
the ECM. Porosity therefore spans three orders of magnitude,
ensuring liquid transport through bone. To date however, there
have not been many studies directly revealing water flow within
the bone matrix itself. In fact, to examine the permeability of
ECM, there is a need to compare similar bones with and without
LCN porosity, which has so far never been reported.

Zebrafish (Danio rerio) and medaka (Oryzias latipes) are valuable
in vivo fish models often used to study skeletal development, bone
disorders, and drug effects. Both species are similar in size, anat-
omy, habitat, and ecology and they exhibit substantial physiologi-
cal homology to mammals, including humans. Moreover, their
rapid development and short reproduction cycles have made them
frequently used animal models [46]. But they have different evolu-
tionary records and important structural differences. Zebrafish
bone has a LCN structure similar to mammalian bone, as it is osteo-
cytic, with physiologically active osteocytes entrapped within
lacunae and connected with neighboring cells in the bone matrix
by a canalicular network [47,48]. Similar to mammalian bone,
water in zebrafish is found in two compartments: the LCN porosity,
and the bone ECM composite. On the other hand, the bones of
medaka lack osteocytes. In such bones, water can only reside in
the ECM [47–50]. The absence of osteocytes in the bones of
medaka (hence anosteocytic bone) makes them interesting animal
models for investigating alternative responses of bone material to
deformation and the putative relationship between tissue remod-
eling and poroelasticity models. Specifically, a recent study
demonstrated that the bone material in vertebrae of medaka and
zebrafish is comparable, with similar characteristics, mineral con-
tent, structure arrangement, and mechanical behavior. The authors
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reported that the main difference is the morphologically visible
lack of the LCN in medaka bone [47]. The lack of an LCN compart-
ment in medaka suggests that the water content of this bone
should be lower and less mobile than in zebrafish, although this
has never been demonstrated.

Bone scatters light, therefore it is not easy to observe and mea-
sure water flow across the extracellular matrix. Nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) studies have reveled water flow in bone but on
a very local, atomic length scale. In fact, several irradiative meth-
ods are able to reveal fluid flow in bone. These include Raman spec-
troscopy, Near Infrared Spectroscopic and NMR imaging
techniques. They have all been used to estimate bone permeability
and fluid flow [17,24,30,51,52,53,54]. However, none of these tech-
niques can directly reveal how much water diffuses through the
LCN porosity of entire bones. Therefore, we employed a technique
that can directly evaluate water diffusion in 3D. Neutron radiogra-
phy is less-known, yet it is a well established non-destructive
imaging method that relies on strong scattering interactions
between incoming neutrons and hydrogen (H) nuclei [55–57].
Importantly, this method is very sensitive to changes in hydrogen
content [58], and despite moderate spatial-resolution (>5 lm), it is
able to detect water layers down to 1 lm. Although neutron imag-
ing techniques have frequently been used to study the fluid distri-
bution in rocks, soils, and concrete, relatively little is known about
their possible application to assess bone permeability. When com-
bined with rotation geometries, neutron radiographies can be
reconstructed to provide 3D distributions of water. Such informa-
tion is complementary to density obtained by laboratory micro-
computed X-ray tomography (lCT) because the X-ray absorbing
apatite mineral of bone is largely transparent to neutrons. Thus,
for 3D characterization of bone, combining neutrons and X-ray-
based microtomography is crucial to study relations between
hydration and the mineralized component of the bone ECM.

This work presents new insights into water permeability differ-
ences between osteocytic bone of zebrafish and anosteocytic bone
of medaka. Neutron tomography is used initially to image H2O sat-
urated samples and thereafter compare the same samples follow-
ing immersion in D2O. Consequently, it is possible to follow
ambient changes in hydrogen concentration, corresponding to
changes in water distribution. We show for the first time the
effects of water exchange in 3D within the matrix of similar-
sized fish vertebra, directly comparing bones with and without
an inbuilt LCN open pore system.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Samples

Nine adult medaka and ten adult zebrafish were used for the
study. All the experiments were approved by the ethics committee
of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. The vertebral column of
each fish, that was cryopreserved at � 80 �C, was carefully har-
vested using a stereo-dissection microscope with which most of
the soft tissue was removed without damaging the delicate bony
structures. For multiple 3D imaging by neutron and laboratory X-
ray tomography methods, 3 medaka and 4 zebrafish were main-
tained in water after dissection for reference-state imaging fol-
lowed by immersion in deuterated water prior to and during
additional tomographic imaging, as described below. Other
medaka and zebrafish samples (n = 5 each) were dehydrated and
prepared in different ways: one medaka and one zebrafish sample
were fractured at the junction between the spines and the verte-
bral body and imaged by scanning electron microscopy; one
medaka and one zebrafish sample were imaged by Zernike
phase-contrast nano-CT; two medaka and two zebrafish samples
3

embedded in polymethylmethacrylate were used in EDX and scan-
ning electron microscopy; one medaka and one zebrafish sample
were used in histological preparation and polarization light micro-
scopy. Additionally, one vertebra of each fish species was analyzed
by Raman spectroscopy. For all procedures described below, we
analyzed the caudal part of the vertebral column of the fish. A
schematic overview of the samples and the analysis performed is
found in supplementary Fig. S1.

2.2. Neutron tomography

Prior to performing tomographies, the dissected vertebral col-
umns of the three medaka and four zebrafish were maintained
hydrated, immersed in water. Neutron imaging experiments were
carried out at the CONRAD-2 neutron imaging beamline of the BER
II reactor of the Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin (HZB), Germany [59].
Measurements on the V7 experimental station were carried out
5 m downstream of the neutron guide, employing a high flux with
an L/D of �167. The samples were mounted onto a perforated Al
grid, placed in a sealed aluminum chamber to minimize evapora-
tion during measurement, and scanned by rotation in the imaging
neutron beam (see additional supplementary methods information
and supplementary Fig. S2). For each tomographic scan, 1250
radiographic projections were collected over an angular range of
360� with 1� increment and exposure times of 30 s per radiograph.
Additional images of the empty beam (flatfield) and dark beam
(dark field) were obtained for normalization. The imaging system
used was a ZWO ASI1600MM Pro camera, 4656 � 3520 pixels with
a pixel size of 3.8 lm focused on a neutron sensitive scintillator. To
match the imaging system scintillator (10 lm thick), binning was
employed to reach an effective pixel size of 7.6 lm. The sample
to detector distance was set to 8 mm to maximize contrast. After
imaging in the water saturation state, each sample was immersed
in deuterated-water (D2O) for at least 12 h (depending on scanner
availability and recovery from experimental difficulties) and
imaged again in the sealed aluminum chamber, fully saturated
by deuterated-water.

The scans yield radiograms that contain information about the
neutron attenuation due to scattering and absorption by the sam-
ple, and are extremely sensitive to changes in proton density (H+)
e.g. by removal of water. For quantification, conventional tomogra-
phy reconstructions was performed including dark-field and flat-
field corrections prior to reconstruction using the filtered back pro-
jection method of Octopus V8.5 (Zwijnaarde, Belgium). Multiple
volume datasets were reconstructed per sample at different points
in time. In total, fourteen datasets (medaka: n = 3 in H2O, n = 3 in
D2O and zebrafish: n = 4 in H2O, n = 4 in D2O) were used for the
analysis of changes in neutron attenuation due to water exchanged
by D2O in multiple vertebrae of medaka and zebrafish.

2.3. Laboratory based micro-computed X-ray tomography (lCT)

To help identify the water associated with the bone material,
the same vertebral columns of the medaka and zebrafish samples
that were previously scanned by neutron tomography were
scanned with a desktop laboratory micro-computed tomography
scanner (Skyscan 1172, Brucker-microCT Kontich, Belgium) (see
setup in supplementary Fig. S3). Each sample was rehydrated with
water, mounted in a PVA vial cushioned with moist foam to main-
tain humidity. All scans were performed with the X-ray source
parameters set at 70 keV and 142 lA using a 0.5 mm aluminum fil-
ter and 4 lm effective pixel size. A total of 1200–1800 projections
were acquired over an angular range of 360� for narrower and
wider samples, respectively. Scans were reconstructed by the back
projection algorithm using commercial software (NRecon 1.7.1.0
Bruker-microCT, Kontich, Belgium) and were examined in both
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2D and 3D using Amira (AmiraZIBEdition version 2020.48, Zuse
Institute Berlin (ZIB), Germany, and Thermo Fisher Scientific, Bor-
deaux, France) and ImageJ (ImageJ 1.52d, National Institutes of
Health, USA).
2.4. 3D image registration

The reconstructed data acquired from neutron tomography and
lCT were 3D registered by volume correlation in the Amira pack-
age, to enable quantitative assessment of regional scatter differ-
ences. 3D image processing made it possible to determine
differences in the neutron signal due to water expelled from all
the fishbone specimens. The difference in attenuation can be
directly converted into estimates of water loss, because deuterated
water has a very low neutron scatter cross-section and hence is not
visible due to a low attenuation coefficient (lH2O = 5.4 cm�1 vs
lD2O = 0.1 cm�1). Datasets were visualized and cropped using Ima-
geJ. For each vertebrae, we obtained 3D matched datasets corre-
sponding to the sample originally immersed in water (H2O-
saturated dataset), the same sample after �12 h of immersion in
D2O (D2O-saturated dataset) and after scanning by lCT (labelled
lCT dataset). The analysis procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1, depict-
ing the digital registration process used to determine the amounts
of water expelled from the bony regions of each vertebra. For each
sample, datasets were loaded and displayed using the Amira Vol-
ren module. For co-registration, each water-saturated dataset
was aligned with respect to the deuterium-saturated dataset
(Fig. 1a, b), employing a mutual information correlation method.
The attenuation difference between the aligned H2O-saturated
dataset and D2O-saturated dataset of each sample corresponds to
Fig. 1. Overview of 3D water quantification procedures and the accompanying image ana
of a neutron tomography (N-lCT) of a water (H2O) saturated dataset, depicting the cauda
of an N-lCT of a sample in deuterated water (D2O), observed for the same caudal region
differences in the signal. (c) a 3D-rendering of water volume expelled, based on the differ
region of interest of the caudal vertebrae (marked by the blue rectangle) was masked fo
with X-ray lCT scans of the vertebral bones. (For interpretation of the references to col
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the loss of H+ signal, due to water that was expelled from the vol-
ume inside the bone by ambient D2O diffusion (Fig. 1c, expelled
H2O dataset). In a subsequent step, reconstructed X-ray tomogra-
phy datasets of the same bones were used to identify the mineral-
ized regions of the vertebra to separate bony from non-bony
domains. These data were used to mask the neutron data ensuring
isolation of regions corresponding to water loss in bone only (ex-
cluding soft tissue). The lCT datasets were segmented using the
AMIRA segmentation editor and three caudal vertebrae were
selected in each skeleton, as indicated by the region marked by
the blue-outline in Fig. 1c. The resulting binary volume (labeled
lCT dataset) was aligned and co-registered with respect to the
expelled water volume (expelled H2O dataset) and used to pre-
cisely map the neutron signal from expelled water to
within < 10 lm uncertainty in the bony region of each vertebra
in each sample (Fig. 1d). The obtained water expelled data was
analyzed as described in following sections.
2.5. Water content analysis

Obtained volumes of neutron attenuation difference, corre-
sponding to the water expelled exclusively from bone, were com-
pared with the water-saturated data, making it possible to
determine % differences in the amount of water expelled. Both
the absolute amount of expelled water and the % difference were
used for further analysis along the vertebral column axis on a slice
by slice (7.6 lm thick) basis. To test for uncertainty in the co-
registration of the X-ray and neutron data, ensuring that only bony
regions were included in the analysis, ImageJ was used to erode the
vertebra lCT masks by one layer of pixels, effectively making the
lysis workflow from left to right: (a) 3D-rendering view (green tones) of an example
l segments of the vertebral column of one fish. (b) 3D-rendering view (orange tones)
shown in (a). Alignment of H2O and D2O datasets by 3D registration to calculate the
ence between the registered D2O saturated and H2O saturated datasets. (d) The bone
r quantitative analysis of the expelled water by matching the neutron tomography
or in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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bones smaller by removal of voxels on all bone-air interfaces. This
made it possible to compare water-loss results between the
masked data and eroded medaka and zebrafish geometries to
remove possible partial volume effects. For statistical analysis,
comparable sized segments of the Caudal cone (CdC), Centrum
middle (CM), and Cranial cone (CrC) regions of each vertebra were
evaluated. Quantification was based on sixteen cross-sectional
slices from each of the CM, CrC, and CdC regions of each vertebra,
in which the average neutron intensity difference (H2O minus D2O)
was analyzed.

2.6. Zernike X-ray phase-contrast nanotomography

The spines of one medaka and one zebrafish vertebrae were
imaged at the nanotomography endstation of the P05 imaging
beamline at PETRA III, DESY, Hamburg, Germany, operated by
Helmholtz-Zentrum Hereon. A detailed description of the setup is
provided elsewhere [60]. The < 100 lm thick spines are well suited
for imaging in the extremely restricted nanobeam field of view.
Each sample was mounted on top of a pin holder, and regions of
interest were imaged using a large field of view (� 80 lm) in the
transmission X-ray microscope (TXM) using Zernike phase-
contrast enhancement. Nanotomography was performed with
1529 angular steps covering 180� rotation range with 559 ms
exposure times. Projections were acquired at 11 keV with an effec-
tive pixel size of 35.9 nm.

All tomographic scans were normalized by flat-field projections
acquired at the beginning and the end of each scan. The tomo-
graphic reconstructions were performed using the Gridrec algo-
rithm [87] and a Shepp Logan filter in the TomoPy package [88].
The datasets were imported to ImageJ to visualize the ultrastruc-
ture of both bone types.

2.7. Scanning electron microscope

For scanning electron microscopy (SEM), three medaka and
three zebrafish samples were dehydrated in ascending graded ser-
ies of ethanol solutions (50 %, 75 %, and 100 %). For each species,
one of the spines was fractured to expose transverse surfaces. Sam-
ples were gold coated and imaged in a Phenom-XL G2 scanning
electron microscope (Thermofisher, Eindhoven, The Netherlands)
with the backscatter imaging mode at 5 keV acceleration voltage
using the high vacuum 0.1 Pa imaging mode. The other samples
were embedded in polymethylmethacrylate and analyzed in
Cam-Scan MaXim SEM under low vacuum equipped with a Bruker
6 XFlash 6130 EDX energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer. One
additional sample of each species was scanned in the Phenom-XL
in backscatter mode.

2.8. Histological staining

The caudal vertebrae of medaka and zebrafish specimens were
fixed in 4 % buffered paraformaldehyde for 48 h at 4 �C. After fixa-
tion, the specimens were decalcified by immersion in 0.5 M
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) solution for three days
(pH 7.4). Thereafter the specimens were dehydrated in ascending
concentrations of ethanol (70 %, 80 %, 96 %, and 100 %), cleared
with xylene, and embedded in paraffin. The bones were then cut
into 2 – 4 lm thick histological sections using a diamond micro-
tome and were mounted onto glass slides. After deparaffinization
and rehydration, the tissue sections were stained with Alcian blue
(Alcian blue 8GX solution, pH 2.5, Sigma Aldrich; 05500) following
standard protocols [61]. Nuclear fast red-aluminum sulfate
(Chroma Waldeck, Germany) was used as counterstaining. The
stained tissue sections were examined at a � 50 magnification
using a digital multi-focus stereo microscope (Keyence Digi-
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talmikroskopVHX � 500, Keyence Corporation; Neu-Isenburg, Ger-
many). Strongly acidic mucosubstances (proteoglycans) in the
bone were identified based on color.

2.9. Quantitative polarized microscopy

Histological bone sections were imaged in a Leitz transmission
microscope with a � 25 lens, using an Optoviz Imaging polariza-
tion image system comprising an Optoviz Polarization Control Unit
and PixeLINK camera (PLD752CU, 5.86 � 5.86 lm pixel size)
mounted with a 632 nm bandpass filter. The automated polarizers
make it possible to quantify orientation and retardance of the light
due to interactions with the anisotropic collagen fibers, useful for
identification of fiber orientation in both medaka and zebrafish
[47]. The polarization orientations of fibers in the histological sec-
tions were determined using the Optoviz Analysis software.

2.10. Raman spectroscopy

Raman microspectroscopy was used to analyze three different
regions of one medaka and one zebrafish sample. Measurements
were conducted by means of a WITec alpha 300R confocal Raman
micro-spectrometer (WITec, Ulm, Germany) equipped with a
frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser operating at 532.15 nm. The
instrument has a 300 mm focal length spectrograph with a 600
lines/mm grating, yielding a spectral resolution of approximately
4 cm�1. Rayleigh scattered light was blocked by an edge filter while
Raman backscattered radiation was coupled into a 100 lm multi-
mode fiber guiding the light onto an electron multiplying charge-
coupled device (EMCCD) camera with 1600 � 200 pixels (Andor,
DU970N-BV-353, Andor Technology Plc, Belfast, Ireland). A Nikon
CFI S Plan Fluor ELWD 40x objective with a numerical aperture
of 0.6 and a working distance of 2.80 – 3.60 mm focused the laser
light onto the samples. Raman spectra were recorded in the spec-
tral range between 400 and 3800 cm�1. Acquisition times of indi-
vidual spectra were 30 s. The laser power at the sample plane
was approximately 10 mW. For data acquisition and spectra anal-
ysis (removal of cosmic rays, fluorescence baseline correction, cut-
ting, normalization, averaging) WiTEC’s Project Five (v. 5.1)
software package was used.

2.11. Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using RStudio (RStudio Ver-
sion 1.3, RStudio, PBC, Boston, MA). To compare the amount of
expelled water along medaka and zebrafish bone in the CM region
and in combined CrC and CdC regions before and after digital ero-
sion the nonparametric Wilcoxon rank-sum test was used. The
Wilcoxon signed-rank test was applied to compare the percentage
of expelled water between the CM region and the combined CrC
and CdC regions, before and after digital erosion of both medaka
and zebrafish. P-values < 0.05 were considered statistically signif-
icant. Correlation of the attenuation before and after 3D erosion of
the CM region and the combined CrC and CdC regions of both
medaka and zebrafish was performed by regression analysis, for
which confidence intervals are reported.
3. Results

The X-ray lCT revealed all the main details in both zebrafish
and medaka, with geometries similar to those previously described
by Ofer et al. [49,47] and Suniaga et al. [62]. Fig. 2 presents the typ-
ical morphology of the caudal vertebra of medaka and zebrafish as
shown by lCT. The amphicoelous bone centrum in both (Fig. 2. a1,
b1) comprises three distinct zones: The near-cylindrical central



Fig. 2. Overviews of (a) medaka and (b) zebrafish vertebra bones: 3D reconstructed low resolution lab lCT results. The dash-dotted insets identifies the amphicoelous
centrum region of (a1) medaka and (b1) zebrafish vertebrae. Three virtual cross-sectional slices in the 3D data (dashed lines) of medaka and zebrafish are shown in detail,
exposing the different regions of the centrum: Caudal cone (CdC); Centrum middle (CM) and Cranial cone (CrC).
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zone of the centrum (CM) and the cranial and caudal cone-shaped
regions of the centrum (CrC and CdC, respectively). Both CrC and
CdC cones show a similar symmetric shape with thin walls �
20 lm thick, where the diameters of the cones increase towards
the outer ends as compared with CM region. This region exhibits
a narrow cylindrical shape with lateral axial bars (septa) acting
as supports. The CM regions of medaka and zebrafish differ slightly
with zebrafish exhibiting more prominent lateral septa. Supple-
mentary information videos S1 and S2 showcase typical vertebra
structures in medaka and zebrafish, respectively. These features
are also observed in backscatter SEM images of longitudinal slices
in typical medaka and zebrafish vertebra (Fig. S4 of the supplemen-
tary Information), demonstrating the overall geometrical similari-
ties between the two species. EDX analysis (supplementary
Fig. S5) shows similar elemental composition of calcium, phospho-
rous and oxygen except for carbon which is slightly higher in zeb-
rafish bone as compared to medaka bone.

SEM images of fracture surfaces of medaka (Fig. 3a) and zebra-
fish bone (Fig. 3b) reveal hints to the present of mineralized colla-
gen fibers. These are the fundamental building blocks of all bone
biocomposites. In the more structurally homogenous medaka, it
is easier to observe large regions of textured layered collagen bun-
dles (Fig. 3a) with the fracture surface inducing occasional pullout
of the collagen fibers (red arrows). In the zebrafish sample, the
fracture surface exposes osteocyte lacunae (yellow asterisks)
within the bone matrix (Fig. 3b). Also in this bone, ripped-out col-
lagen fibers are occasionally visible on the exposed surfaces
between lacunae. The nanostructure of the bone of both species
is further revealed by Zernike phase-contrast nano-CT. The differ-
ence in void distribution is clearly exhibited due to the enhanced
edge contrast and nanometer resolution. As shown by a longitudi-
nal section (Fig. 3c), intricate details of the textured nanofibers are
disclosed in the medaka compact bone where layers with variable
degrees of contrast are visible. The lack of any trace of LCN porosity
is typical for this bone and stands in contrast to what is identified
in a longitudinal section of zebrafish bone that highlights the pres-
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ence of voids (fFig. 3d). Both osteocyte lacunae as well as smaller
voids of sections through canaliculi channels are seen. The voids
in zebrafish bone are further illustrated in 3D in supplementary
Fig. S6, showing a 3D rendering of this data for a spine section of
zebrafish bone. The contrast-enhanced volume images generated
with Zernike phase-contrast nano-CT prove that the images
obtained by SEM (Fig. 3a, b) are typical for the full volume of these
bones. Note however, that due to phase-contrast enhancement,
mineral density cannot be extracted from the Zernike nano-CT
data. Supplementary information videos S3 and S4 showcase
medaka and zebrafish bone ultrastructures, respectively.

The neutron tomography volumetric attenuation values from
each of the 21 vertebrae analyzed were converted into estimates
of the amount of water expelled. Example renderings of the 3D dif-
ference data are given in Fig. 4 in which (a) medaka bones are seen
to lose far more water as compared with (b) zebrafish bone. The
figure demonstrates the quantitative spatial data available for each
specific anatomical region in each of the analyzed vertebrae. The
CM and CdC and CrC regions are marked for clarity. The red shades
in Fig. 4 correspond to regions where higher percentages of
expelled water were observed. Analysis of the spatial distribution
of this data formed the basis for evaluation of all bone regions.

Quantitative statistical evaluation of the different vertebra
regions highlights the significantly higher amounts of expelled
water observed in the anosteocytic medaka bone, as compared
with osteocytic zebrafish bone (Fig. 5). The average amount of
expelled water for all medaka and zebrafish bones in the CM region
and the combined CrC and CdC regions, as well as comparisons of
the percentage of average expelled water between medaka and
zebrafish in the CM region and the combined CrC and CdC regions
before and after morphological erosion are presented in boxplots
(Fig. 5). The plots show the minimum, median and maximum val-
ues, as well as 25th and 75th percentiles for each fish species.
Table 1 provides details related to the information used to con-
struct the boxplots of Fig. 5. The results show that there is a signif-
icant difference (p < 0.05) between species, where medaka loses



Fig. 3. Comparable fibril ultrastructure of (a, c) medaka and (b, d) zebrafish bone. SEM images (a, b) of fracture surfaces expose ripped-out collagen fibers. (a) The fracture
surface within medaka bone exposes arrays of parallel-laying collagen bundles. In some regions, collagen fiber pullout is seen (red arrows). (b) In zebrafish, osteocytic lacunae
(yellow asterisks) are observed within layers of mineralized collagen fibers revealing exposed fibers with occasional pullout. The SEM images can be compared to slices
obtained in intact samples imaged by Zernike phase contrast nano-CT. Longitudinal sections (c) show the compact bone structure of medaka bone, revealing bundles of
collagen fibers with different contrasts. In the longitudinal section of zebrafish bone (d), the osteocytic lacunae appear as prominent elongated voids (yellow asterisks) and
canaliculi are seen as smaller voids (pink triangles). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. 3D-rendering of variations in water that was expelled from (a) medaka and (b) zebrafish vertebrae. Though somewhat different in macroscopic size, the similar-
thickness bones disclose that a much higher percentage of water was removed from medaka bone than from zebrafish bone. In blue regions, less water was expelled, and in
red regions, more water was expelled. Dash-dotted rectangles identify the Cranial cone (CrC), Centrum middle (CM), and Caudal cone (CdC) regions used for quantitative
analysis of the expelled water for both medaka and zebrafish bone. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)
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almost 25 % more water as compared with zebrafish. No significant
difference (p > 0.05) was found between the CrC and CdC regions
and CM region of each fishbone. Intra sample comparisons of the
entire original versus eroded bone geometries in each sample show
7

a trend but did not reach significant statistical difference (p > 0.05).
Nevertheless, slicewise comparisons of each slice with itself before
and after erosion (supplementary Fig. S7) suggest that in medaka,
results of expelled water measured by neutron tomography and



Fig. 5. Comparison of the average amounts of expelled water (g/cm3) determined in each bone region, observed for 2D slice-by-slice analysis of the medaka and zebrafish 3D
data. A direct comparisons of (a) CM region and (b) the combined CrC and CdC regions reveals differences in the amount of expelled water between medaka and zebrafish.
When divided by the measurements obtained for fully hydrated bones (H2O datasets), substantital differences in the relative amounts of water expelled become evident for
(c) the CM region and (d) the combined CrC and CdC regions. Comparisons are also made with eroded datasets, corresponding to reduced-sized, inner bony regions, and
provided here to rule out partial volume effects in which the accidental inclusion of soft hydrated tissue may contribute on non-mineralized surfaces of the bones.

Table 1
Percentage of expelled water at a) the CM region and b) the CrC and CdC regions.

a) Percentage of expelled water in the CM region*
Medaka (n = 9 vertebra) Zebrafish (n = 12 vertebra)

Before erosion After erosion Before erosion After erosion

Median (%) 59.42 58.80 34.81 32.94
Mean (%) 60.76 60.11 34.44 35.54
Stdev 5.32 6.15 11.95 9.78
IQR 4.06 4.78 13.50 13.39
25th Percentile 58.00 57.83 27.76 27.69
75th Percentile 62.06 62.61 41.26 41.07
Min 52.37 48.31 10.52 24.57
Max 69.40 68.64 53.57 51.99

b) Percentage of expelled water in the CrC and CdC regions**
Medaka (n=9 vertebra) Zebrafish (n=12 vertebra)

Before erosion After erosion Before erosion After erosion

Median (%) 60.03 59.50 38.83 40.09
Mean (%) 60.10 60.11 40.60 41.41
Stdev 4.06 4.17 13.29 13.25
IQR 5.55 5.94 18.10 21.34
25th Percentile 57.53 57.64 33.35 31.21
75th Percentile 63.08 63.58 51.44 52.55
Min 52.09 52.55 7.05 19.04
Max 66.88 68.57 64.56 65.49

* n = 16 slices per vertebra.
** n = 32 slices per vertebra.
Wilcoxon tests show a significant difference (p < 0.05) between species yet no significant difference (p > 0.05) between the CrC and CdC regions and CM region nor between
the entire original bone and eroded bone of each sample.
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masked by X-ray tomography are not affected by the presence of
voids and soft tissue. Yet for zebrafish, there appears to be a notice-
able partial-volume effect, as slicewise correlation identified 30 %
8

less water loss in eroded bones, as compared with the complete
bones, not clearly visible in the average results presented in
Fig. 5. Cumulative water-loss mean and standard deviation results
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for each vertebra of each sample before and after erosion are listed
in Supplementary Tables S1 and S2. These results show that much
more water diffuses across the ECM in medaka than in zebrafish
bone.

To find possible explanations for our 3D data, further analysis
was performed by Raman spectroscopy, histological staining and
automated polarization analysis. Reminiscient of the EDX data
(supplementary Fig. S5), Raman microscopy (Fig. 6a, b) revealed
that both bone species have similar compositions except that this
method reveals a strong difference in the 1375 cm�1 vibration
band, which is hardly visible in medaka bone. Raman spectra of
both bones show characteristic bands of mineral at 961 cm�1 (m1,
phosphate) and 1070 cm�1 (m1, carbonate) as well as organic con-
tent, for example at 1445 cm�1 (d(CH2) of proteins) and
1669 cm�1 (amide I band of proteins), but medaka does not include
the 1375 cm�1 band, which has been previously associated with
PGs in mammalian bone [63,64]. Medaka and zebrafish bone histo-
logical sections stained with Alcian blue (Fig. 6c, e) indicate consid-
erable differences in the present of GAGs [65–67]. In medaka bone
(Fig. 6c), there is little blue stain to be seen. Zebrafish (Fig. 6e) how-
ever is strongly stained due to positive reactions with the Alcian
blue dye. The outer and inner sides of both bone sections are coun-
terstained in pink due to soft tissue reaction with nuclear fast red-
aluminium sulfate which stains nuclei and cytoplasm. The same
samples imaged by quantitative polarization microscopy revealed
no difference in the orientation of collagen fibers in medaka
(Fig. 6d) and zebrafish (Fig. 6f) bone. In both species, a layered
highly ordered structure of collagen appears to reside in concentric
layers around the cones as shown previously, where the bright
regions reveled by polarized orientation analysis are mainly
aligned parallel to each other.
Fig. 6. Average Raman spectra from different analyzed points in the vertebra bone of (a)
corrected and normalized spectra. Black arrows indicate the 1375cm-1 band associated w
Alcian blue histological staining of demineralized (c) medaka and (e) zebrafish bone sh
tissues surrounding bone sections is counterstained in pink. Quantitative polarization an
and zebrafish (f). Collagen fiber layers marked I, II, III in both bone sections are detected
CrC and CdC cones. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, th
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4. Discussion

This study revealed that large amounts of water are free to dif-
fuse out of anosteocytic medaka bone under ambient conditions,
whereas water is largely retained within the osteocytic zebrafish
bone matrix. These findings suggest that water has different mobil-
ity in the ECM of the two bone matrix types, independent of the
presence of osteocyte lacunae. This is a surprising outcome
because very little free water is expected to come out of the
LCN-free medaka bone matrix, or, at the very least, the two bone
materials should exhibit similar permeability. It is widely assumed
that water freely flows through the micrometer and nanometer
porosities of the LCN system (sized several lm down to
�100 nm) [44]. However, results show that water in the zebrafish
bone matrix surrounding the LCN is far less mobile as compared
with the ECM of medaka. These findings are even more unexpected
because the bones of both fish species present similar mineralized
collagen fiber morphology. The only plausible explanation for this
difference is that the bone matrices of the two species differ by
some fundamental ingredient of the composite, which affects their
water permeability. Histological and Raman results identify this
ingredient to be PGs.

The reduced H+ scattering observed (� 60 vol%) in both the CM
region and the CrC and CdC regions of medaka bone arises from
water that resides within the bone ECM because these bones are
poorly vascularized and lack LCN porosity (see Fig. 3c, d). Yet in
the bones of zebrafish, only �33 % to �39 % of the signal decreased
following long immersion in D2O. Assuming that similar to mam-
malian bone, water comprises approximately 20 % of zebrafish
bone [17], we can therefore estimate that < 7 % of the volume of
water was exchanged in our experiments. This volume roughly
medaka and (b) zebrafish. Raman spectra shown is an average of multiple baseline
ith PGs, highlighting the difference observed in the mineralized samples. Images of
ow strong blue stain in zebrafish bone compared to medaka bone. The connective
alysis of collagen orientation maps of the same histological samples of medaka (d)
by polarized light, mainly oriented parallel to each other along the outer rims of the
e reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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corresponds to the volume of water residing in the LCN and in the
nano porosity, according to the following calculation: From previ-
ously published data, we calculated that about �1.1 % of zebrafish
bone consists of lacunar porosity (see supplementary Fig. S8).
Based on literature reports it can be concluded that canalicular
porosity adds twice this value [68–70] and additional nano poros-
ity reportedly accounts for�4 % of the total volume [10]. Therefore,
assuming the micro and nanoporosity is open, it is possible that the
signal detected by neutron tomography in zebrafish arises mostly
from water exchange in the pores. This suggests that in osteocytic
bone, the ECM and LCN compartments are separate, such that
water inside the bone porosity is mainly confined to move along
pressure gradients within the LCN but not across the ECM matrix.

Medaka bone results suggest that water can diffuse and easily
exchange within the ECM. Therefore, the nano-scale porosity (at
the mineralized fiber collagen-apatite length scale) of anosteocytic
bone is open and connected. It has been shown that medaka bones
have a slightly higher mineral density than zebrafish, which rules
out the possibility of larger pores in the medaka mineralized
matrix [47]. SEM and Zernike phase-contrast nano-CT images of
medaka bone reveal no trace of larger pores within bone matrix.
Intriguingly, EDX analysis in zebrafish disclose a slightly higher
carbon content than medaka bone (Supplementary Fig. S5) but
EDX showed similar Ca, O and P content in both bones. Raman
spectroscopy, correlated with histological staining, identified the
1375 cm�1 band associated with PGs to be present in zebrafish
but almost absent in medaka bone. In mammalian bone, this vibra-
tion band has been reported to arise from PGs, specifically GAG
side chains, and it is used as a PGs marker in both cartilage and
bone [63,64,71]. GAG chains attached to core PG proteins attract
water inside the bone matrix since they are highly polar [12,14].
All of the above raises the possibility that the bony matrix of osteo-
cytic bone may be relatively impermeable to water, due to the
presence of water-confining PGs, effectively isolating the ECM from
the free water in the relatively large LCN pores [72]. We therefore
propose that PGs may modulate the extent of water binding within
the ECM.

Several published works proposed poroelasticity theories of
transduction in osteocytic bone. According to such models, fluid
flow through the osteocyte canalicular network of pores plays a
crucial role in the biologic response of bones to load, being the
most likely mechanism for mechanotransduction [9,35,36,73].
Cowin et al. proposed that when bone experiences mechanical
loading, the fluid is pressurized around osteocytes before the fluid
is driven to flow [35,40]. For such a mechanism to operate, the ECM
matrix surrounding the internal open porosity must be relatively
impermeable [40]. Previous work has estimated permeability
based on theoretical analysis, reporting a range of 10-17 to 10-20

m2 in mammalian bone. Experimental verification studies reported
permeability values to range from 10-22 to 10-25 m2 [74,75]. Our
neutron data observations of restricted water flow in osteocytic
(zebrafish) bone are in line with these observations by others.

The findings of the present study suggest that PGs may be mod-
ulators of how water may be retained within the lacuna-
canalicular open network of pores. Several works have reported
that the pericellular matrix surrounding the osteocytes within
the lacunae and canaliculi also contains PGs, glycoproteins, and
hyaluronic acids that form a tether mesh, glycocalyx, that attaches
the osteocyte membranes to the surrounding bone-matrix walls
[76–80]. The glycocalyces may amplify the sensation of load by
osteocytes through shear drag forces in response to fluid flow
[41,81]. Though the mechanism by which bone cells sense
mechanical stimuli is currently not fully understood, evidence sug-
gests that fluid flow plays an important sensory role, therefore con-
finement of water flow to the LCNmay be crucial for bone function.
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The expelled water analysis was based on the examination of
average values in a 2D slice-by-slice analysis along the axial verte-
bral orientation. Indeed, SEM and CT images show bone in the CrC
and CdC regions to be thicker than at the CM region, no significant
differences was found in the amount of water expelled between
the regions of both species (p > 0.05). This rules out any role that
bone thickness may have on the results. Boxplots (Fig. 5) show
much higher variance in the expelled water results for zebrafish,
which can be attributed to the heterogeneity of the internal LCN
porosity within these bones. It is likely that the amount of expelled
water in some of the zebrafish regions is affected by partial volume
effects associated with the presence of osteocytes because, follow-
ing the morphological erosion of these datasets, most slices exhib-
ited 30 % less water loss prior to erosion (Supplementary Fig. S7).
Furthermore, the variance in the amount of expelled water
between slices in the vertebrae of the zebrafish samples before
and after erosion is much higher than between slices in medaka
bone. Though erosion did not significantly change the results
shown in Fig. 5, they add corroborating evidence to the general
observation that more water diffuses across medaka bone as com-
pared to zebrafish bone material.

Though neutron tomography is limited in resolution, it is extre-
mely sensitive and consequently it was possible to evaluate in 3D
the amount of water expelled from the bone matrix of the sub-mm
sized samples. Neutron tomography was previously used to inves-
tigate the bone-implant interface due to its capability to decrease
artifacts arising from metallic structures [82,83,58]. In combina-
tion with modest resolution (>4 lm) X-ray lCT, neutron tomogra-
phy provided insights into the diffusion and distribution of the
water within the bone ECM. Jointly, these methods made it possi-
ble to mask and exclude water signals from soft tissues located on
the outer srfaces of the bones, as ensured by morphologic erosion
(Supplementary Fig. S7). The higher resolution Zernike phase-
contrast nano-CT directly reveals in 3D the main LCN porosity dif-
ference between the two fishbone ultrastructures. In this respect,
the present findings match well observations by other authors
who used atomic resolution NMR, but where only a small fraction
of the bone was analyzed [17,84,85,86]. There are multiple reports
of NMR water exchange studies, where the water was gradually
replaced by deuterated water until equilibrium was reached. One
report found that even at equilibrium, 30 % of the initial water con-
tent still remained in the bone [17]. Complete removal of water
from bone is likely only possible upon thermal activation and sam-
ple heating to reach evaporation at 100 �C. In our study, samples
were exchanged in deuterium for 12 h under ambient conditions,
which may not be enough time to fully exchange all the water
within the bone samples. Though some authors claim that suffi-
cient heavy water equilibrium is reached already within 8 h [84]
others propose longer immersion times [82]. Nonetheless, the
results shown here clearly reveal significant differences in water
diffusion across the two bone material that we analyzed and future
studies may quantify diffusion dynamics in additional bone types.

Based on the findings in the present study, we propose that the
bone ECM contains a mechanism to modulate the permeability to
water and that PGs are the most likely candidate regulators of this
permeability. Our proposal is outlined schematically in Fig. 7.
Though the bone material of anosteoctytic fish (Fig. 7a) lacks open
porosity associated with osteocytes, its nanocomposite structure
allows for significantly more diffusion of water. This may be an
evolutionary alternative to the lacuna-canalicular system, which
raises the possibility that the two bone materials might have dif-
ferent mechanosensation mechanisms. A water-tight bone matrix
surrounding the LCN ensures that deformation due to mechanical
loading leads to fluid flow around cells in the LCN. In this manner,
load may be transmitted to the osteocytes according to hydraulic



Fig. 7. Schematic representation of our proposed model for water permeability in the ECM of anosteocytic versus osteocytic bone. Water (colorized blue) within bone matrix
of (a) anosteocytic fishbone is loosely bound to the organic component of the ECM. (b) In osteocytic fishbone, water mainly flows through the lacuna-canalicular porosity, and
there is little or no diffusion of water across the bone matrix ECM since PGs retain the water. The schematic illustration is not drawn to scale. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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pressure gradients. We propose that reasonably watertight bone
material in the ECM is essential for a poroelastic-active
mechanosensory response of osteocytic bone (Fig. 7b) to operate
[78]. If indeed this is the case, it may be extended to explain aging
or pathological changes in bone mechanobiology that may be
related to alterations in the distribution of PGs and water [13]. In
other words, PGs may affect how permeable bones become, and
they may therefore change over time. Further studies are needed
to better characterize how and why certain bones or bone regions
may alter water diffusion across the ECM.
5. Conclusion

Our work using neutron tomography revealed that water is
freer to diffuse out of anosteocytic medaka bone, as compared with
osteocytic zebrafish bones. About �60 % of water was expelled
from medaka bones contrasting the 33 % � 39 % water that is
expelled from the bones of zebrafish. This raises the possibility that
the bone matrices of the two species is fundamentally different,
not just due to the presence or absence of osteocytes in the bone.
These results are based on combining X-ray and neutron contrasts,
merged and quantified by 3D image correlation that is completely
observer-independent. PGs distributions are likely different
between the ECM of medaka and zebrafish bone, which suggests
that they may modulate how permeable the ECM is to water.
PGs in the matrix may therefore tune the leakiness and hence
the sensitivity of the LCN to poroelastic mechanotransduction in
osteocytic bone.
6. Date availability

The raw and processed data required to reproduce these results
are available upon reasonable request by contacting the authors.
Data availability
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